As a result, the original purely economic-oriented cooperation gave birth to a community named the European Union, which is now cooperating in a number of areas, not excluding the tax policy issues. This paper results from works which point out the tax convergence in the EU. The aim of this paper is to quantify the impact of the tax mix and tax competition on the convergence of tax systems in the EU. The empirical part of the paper makes use of the panel regression with fixed-effects for the 28 EU countries between the years 1965 and 2011. Two designed models report a statistically significant positive impact of all determinants on the effective tax burden. On the basis of final values, tax competition and property taxes have been assessed as the most important determinants of tax convergence. All models meet diagnostic tests and are econometrically robust. The obtained results can be considered as relevant with sufficient information capability.
Introduction
Increasing globalization and the European Union (hereinafter referred to as "EU") enlargement have an influence not only on human culture or politics, but mainly on the economies of the countries in which integration is on different levels of their development [1] .
The first step in the European integration consisted of strengthening the economic cooperation between the member states whose goal was to establish a single market. That means free movement of goods, persons, services, and capital [1] and the introduction of a common currency, the Euro [2].
The homogeneity in terms of the tax burden of individual member states may be questionable [3] . Due to the existence of differences in economic structures and political preferences, together with national fiscal autonomies, the European tax systems are far from being uniform. However, the European Union has been trying to converge tax systems, which should lead to the removal of all obstacles to the creation of the single market.
Tax-coordination, as a tool for avoiding the emergence of very diverse politics, and taxharmonization, as a tool for the approximation of tax systems, has been the subject of much debate since the beginning of the European integration. The issues of the coordination, approximation, and harmonization of the tax systems in the EU are discussed, for instance, in [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , who make readers familiar with various directives and regulations that affect the tax systems of the member states.
However, tax convergence has supporters as well as opponents. Cultural dissimilarities and freedom of adopting tax legislation, which are based on different structures, are the main arguments to reject the convergence of taxes. Another negative aspect is a loss of tax competitiveness of individual Member States [8] . Serna [4] believes that convergence is a positive phenomenon because it reduces the scope of "unfair" tax arbitrage for the price of higher transaction costs. All member states would be able to benefit from the single tax system and no distortions would emerge. He prefers full harmonization and integration. Thus it is evident that since the EU establishment, there have been continuous clashes of views in the EU regarding the question whether to maintain tax competition or rather press for tax harmonization.
Kubátová [10] pursued the controversy between tax harmonization and competition as well, and she came to the conclusion that it was impossible to identify the more favourable onetax competition or harmonization. In her work, she draws attention to the fact that tax harmonization brings the threat of the disproportionate growth of tax burden borne by taxpayers, and if not applied within the whole territory of the community, it is ineffective. However, according to this author, competition in taxes can cause under-sizing of the public sector under the tolerable rate and it can bring a risk of tax-overload of immobile bases, especially work. Nevertheless, tax competition itself should lead to the convergence of taxation systems as well because the reduction of the tax burden in one state will cause the growth of tax incomes by the relocation of tax bases and the outflow of tax revenues of other states. In order to prevent this phenomenon, they will reduce their tax burden too and according to economic theory, the whole process leads to the convergence of tax burden in one area [11] .
Nerudová [12] states that tax competition should result in a responsible, complex and effective tax policy with a lower tax burden, which produces the positive and effective climate for a greater economic growth.
In her work on the impact of tax competition on economic growth, Szarowská str. 40 [13] defined tax competition as "A process of lowering effective tax burden to make investors and factors of production owners allocate their tax bases in a given country, provided that identical conditions are respected for all subjects."
In spite of these problems there are lots of authors who have been trying to find out whether taxation converges in the EU. Foltysová [14] and Serna [15] deal with a cluster analysis of 22 OECD countries in several time periods between 1965 and 2003. They make use of five chosen main variables of the tax structure in accordance with the OECD classification. They conclude that the tax structure in the EU has become closer in four main groups -northern, southern, central European and non-European.
De Brandt and Mongelli [16] monitors the convergence of tax burden in the EU on the basis of set economic, financial, monetary and institutional factors using correlations and cointegration analysis between 1970-1998. Their conclusions suggest that in the euro-area countries fiscal dispersion constantly decreases.
Drawing on the β-convergence and σ-convergence methodology, [17] , [18] , and [19] infers that tax burden converges between 1967 and 1995 during an annual data analysis of 15 EU countries; with the only exception in the period from 1974 to 1984. The same methodology including unit root tests is used by [20] , [21] and [22] , whose key contribution is attached to the evidence that tax convergence in the EU occurs during the whole 1965-2005 period.
In their works, Bušovská [23] , Bušovská [24] and Bušovská and Petrovická [25] address tax burden convergence by means of β-convergence and σ-convergence from several points of view. They analyse statutory tax rates but also implicit tax rates, which give a true picture of the real tax burden of different economic activities, but especially compound tax quotas and their tax structures. According to her analyses, the effective tax burden itself converges in the EU between 1965 and 2011. These conclusions are used for subsequent research included in this work as well as the definition of tax competition taken from the work by Szarowská [13] .
Aim
The article will try to answer:
a) To what degree tax burden components influence the convergence of tax systems in the EU countries.
b) To what degree tax competition influences the convergence of tax systems in the EU countries.
Methodology
The work uses methods of comparison, classification methods and deductive methods with the analogy method. The analysis method is important, supplemented by the synthesis method for the creation of a coherent objective opinion in the conclusion of the work.
Firstly, it is necessary to identify individual terms and define their meaning.
The easiest way to determine the tax burden is the use of statutory rates of taxes [24] . However, Blechová [26] emphasises in her research that statutory tax rates do not fully play the role of an objective indicator for the international comparison, which is why the so called implicit tax rates are used within the scope of tax rates. They measure the average effective tax burden of various kinds of economic incomes and activities. In other words, implicit rates inform about the percentage from the given economic activity that is paid to the state through taxes, including social allowances concerning labour [26] . This methodology is used, e.g., by European Commision [27] , Říhová [28] , Petráňová [29] and Bušovská [24] .
The tax quota can also be applied for the international comparison of tax burden by Kubátová [7] and Szarowská [13] . It represents a macroeconomic indicator which is set as the ratio of tax and customs revenues to the GDP in going prices. Thus the tax quota (also called tax burden) represents a certain proportion of the GDP which is redistributed by means of public budgets. This indicator uses information on the tax incomes actually collected for the GDP by means of which it can inform about the value of the overall effective taxation figure in a given country. Nonetheless, the tax quota is the simple tax quota which represents the revenue proportion of individual taxes (without social insurance contributions) of the GDP. On the other hand, the compound tax quota is more relevant because it expresses the share of all taxes (including social insurance contributions) in the GDP (also called total tax burdenshortcut TTB) [7] . The example of the total tax burden in the world is shown in Fig. 1 . For the above stated reasons, the compound tax quota and its individual components classified according to the OECD classification will be used to achieve the objective. In this work, gross domestic product (hereinafter referred to as "GDP") is considered in common prices in the purchasing power parity. The reason for this decision dwells from the fact that this representation eliminates the differences in price levels among countries and allows us to compare even economies which markedly differ in the absolute magnitude. Purchasing power parity is an artificially created monetary unit used in international comparisons to express the volume of economic overall indicators.
The term "European Union" denotes a community of 28 EU member states. The panel regression analysis is based on the annual data of the EU countries since 1965 and the end of the individual time series is stipulated by 2011, which represents the most up-to-date period of time at the time of the analysis of the given issues. The data source comprises secondary information provided by OECD [30] . Tax shares are classified in accordance with OECD classes [31] and the missing data are not considered.
According to Novák [32] , convergence means reducing the difference in time between two quantities. If y 1,t and y 2,t are relevant economic quantities of two countries within time t, then convergence in the period between t and t+s means:
The aforesaid claim holds true for the exploration of convergence between two countries. The standard deviation or σ-convergence used by Szarowská [13] in her work represents a parallel for a group of countries. For the formation of individual models of the panel regression analysis, this work draws on the conclusions of works by Foltysová [14] , Kubátová [15] , Sosvilla and Tamarit [18] , Sosvilla et al. [19] , Delgado and Presno [20] , Delgado and Presno [21] , Rivero and Casquero [22] , Bušovská [24] , and Bušovská [25] , which proved the taxation of European states converge by β-convergence a σ-convergence. The econometric analysis and the related calculations are made in programmes Gretl 1.9. and Eviews 7.2. For individual residues, the work uses the following abbreviations presented by the Table 2 .
In view of the fact that it is a time series analysis between 1965 and 2011, it is always necessary to check whether time series are stationary when working with them. The works by contemporary authors suggest unit roots tests of panel data which have a greater power than unit roots tests used for checking the stationarity of one-dimensional time series [33] . We can mention tests by these authors: Levin et These tests are used in the presented work as well. Their explanatory power according to the null hypothesis (H 0 : ρ = 1) confirms that the monitored time series includes the unit root (it is not stationary). Thus if this is possible, we can reject the null hypothesis. The time series is stationary and it is possible to work with it for panel regression purposes. Consequently, the work uses the panel regression analysis or panel data analysis which concerns the analysis of relations and the connection of the data in a two-dimensional space. The first dimension is made by time quantity, the second dimension is represented by the cross-section data of individual monitored objects. A panel stands for a set of units which are similar or related by some characteristic qualities and which are continuously monitored [33] . A necessary precondition for the possibility of defining a panel and subsequent panel data analysis is that the set of units does not change in time and the missing units are not replaced by new ones. A general estimating equation is as follows:
Tab. 2: Abbreviations used in the paper
where y it is the explained variable,
x it is k-vector of explanatory variables, ε it is residual component of the model, i = 1 …N cross-section units,
α is overall constant of the model, β´ are parameters (coefficients) representing the slope of variables, δ i is cross-section effects and γ t time (periodic) effect.
When using the regression analysis, there are always at least two possibilities: the application of the regression analysis with random effects or fixed effects. Nevertheless, according to Dougherty [38] , we cannot suppose that in the case of the panel of the EU countries these countries are a random sample of all sovereign states in the world. Thus it is necessary to make use of the regression analysis with fixed effects. To confirm this hypothesis, the outcomes of the Durbin-Wu-Hausman test was also used and the identified value confirmed that it is really more adequate to use a panel regression model with fixed effects [39] . A properly constructed model also should not show autocorrelation, which is why the Durbin-Watson test [40] is used in the work.
The paper does not handle the issue of tax construction or the choice of optimal tax system; it also does not deal with the question of tax justice or processes and instruments of the EU tax policy. Model results from papers of Foltysová [14] , Kubátová [15] , Delgado and Presno [20] , Delgado and Presno [21] , Rivero et al. [22] , and Bušovská [24] .
For the foundation of the whole work the methodology of new Keynesian economics was adopted. It states that the econometric model can only help reveal the relations among variables, but its conclusions do not confirm nor disprove the validity of the economic theory. For this reason, it is impossible to draw recommendations for the economic policy from the outcomes of the model.
Results and Discussion

Panel tests of data
Panel unit root tests have shown that most time series are already stationary at a 1% significance level, which makes it possible to use the data for the purpose of the panel regression analysis. The exceptions comprise the compound tax quota (TTB), tax revenues from income tax (IT), personal income taxes (PIT), corporate income taxes (CIT), property taxes (Property) and payroll taxes (Payroll), where it was necessary to use the first definition so that time series could show stationarity. For further information see the Table 3 . 
Tab. 3: Panel unit root tests
Panel regression model 1
This model aims at answering the question to what extent the individual tax burden components influence the tax systems convergence in the EU countries.
In accordance with Slavík [32] , the convergence of the EU tax systems, the left side of the equation is represented in the model as the difference between the compound tax quota (y ttb )
of an individual member state s (s = 1…28) in different years t (t = 1…46) and average values in the EU countries (y ttbav ) in the given year t (t = 1…46).
The right side of the equation represents the impact of the convergence of individual tax mix components on the compound tax quota convergence as a whole (once again, the constants are specific for country s and time t), δ i represents fixed effects in the s-th observation (s-th country), ε it represents a residual component in time t and country s.
For the detailed appreciation of the topic are income taxes (IT) divided into personal income taxes (PIT) and corporate income taxes (CIT). This will bring a closer ascertainment of tax competition influence, which will also allow it to be reflected from the position of investors' taxation and the one of the work owner, land and capital owner.
The influence of the individual components is calculated for: ). In which the first value in brackets represents the difference of the value of a given part of the tax mix within an individual member state s (s = 1…28) in different years t (t =1…46) and the average value of the given part of the tax mix in the EU countries in the given year t (t = 1…46). The estimating equation is as follows: Table 4 presents the outcomes of the impact of individual components of the convergence of member states' tax mixes on the total tax burden convergence in the EU. To gain the results, 719 observations were used and residues of other taxes (Other) were excluded because they did not show any significant dependence in the model specified.
The calculated values show a positive dependence among variables. The increase of, e.g., personal income taxes by 1 percentage point in number states increases the tax burden convergence in the EU by 0.97% in the same year.
The given relations are statistically important already at a 1% significance level. The DurbinWatson test confirms that residues do not suffer from autocorrelation. As for the panel regression, it is more appropriate to use an adjusted determination coefficient R2 [41] which specifies that the given model clarifies about a 58 % convergence value of the total tax quota in the EU.
The harmonization of indirect taxes is on a high level in the EU, both in the field of selective indirect taxes imposed on selected commodities (called consumption taxes or excise duty) and the general indirect tax which takes the form of the value added tax. The importance of this type of taxes should grow in the coming years. as stated by European Commission name [27] , and there is an apparent trend to increase indirect taxes in many European Union countries, especially in the recent years after the outbreak of the financial crisis. To a certain extent, this measure, very popular with member state governments, is induced by the fact that the increase of indirect taxes does not have to have such a negative impact on the domestic economy as the increase of direct taxes [13] ; indirect taxes also represent a relatively stable and well-predictable source of income, they are hidden in the prices of goods and services, their increase can normally be implemented more easily than with the income tax, they are potentially neutral and when fulfilling certain criteria, they cannot be avoided by a change of behaviour or. e.g., by the change of residence; they also lead to a oneoff price increase and a higher inflation in the short run.
Tab. 4: Model estimation
The harmonization of common Europe-wide rules goes hand in hand with the increase of indirect tax shares on the total tax burden. Here, the harmonization is at a higher level than with other taxes and. practically, it has been in progress since the beginnings of the European economic integration. Thus the relatively low level of the impact of the indirect tax convergence (Indir with the value of 0.127) on the tax burden convergence of the EU countries is not surprising. This happens because a similar. if not the same, legislative adjustment in the field of indirect taxes does not offer the member states a greater choice as for manoeuvres and thus not even the possibility to reach the average values of the EU countries to a larger extent.
Unlike indirect taxes, the direct taxation field (i.e. especially the corporation taxes or payroll taxes) is affected by the European harmonisation trend only marginally. The cooperation of member states comes through especially when providing information on taxes, avoiding double taxation, taxation of interest or licence fees or when fighting tax havens. At the European level, there have been fruitless discussions for several years concerning the adoption of the directive adjustment of the common consolidated tax base of corporations (the rate would remain in the discretion of member states), which was strongly rejected by a number of states. Member States perceive the field of income taxation as a part of their national sovereignty which has been developing for centuries on political, geographical, social as well as humanitarian bases, and this is why the efforts in this field are in most cases accepted with a negative initial attitude in the member states.
Yet, the high rates in the model (dCIT with the value of 0.985, dPIT with 0.973 and dPayroll with the value of 0.551) suggest that they have a greater influence on the tax burden convergence than harmonised indirect taxes. Their share in the total tax burden in the EU ranges on average around 30% and it does not differ much from the indirect taxes shares. To justify the degree of this impact, it is also necessary to look at the other side and point out that in the field of income taxes, there is still tax competition in the EU. The tax competition formulation is dealt with by Szarowská [13] who understands it in the same way as the author of the current paper does, or as: "A process of lowering effective tax burden to make investors and factors of production owners allocate their tax bases in a given country, provided that identical conditions are respected for all subjects."
It is also noteworthy in this area that it is the tax competition, which is supported especially by the efforts of the less developed or new member states to do well on the European market.
For that reason, it is possible to observe relatively low rates concerning income taxes in accession countries (e.g., Bulgaria in 2004, Czech Republic, Lithuania, etc.) in comparison with the EU average. They result in the outflow of tax bases from their original residual homelands, which forces the original residual states to establish countermeasures not to allow the outflow of tax bases, or to beguile these tax bases back.
As follows from the σ-convergence graph of personal income taxes in the works by Bušovská [24] and Plojhar [42] , there is a clearly visible decrease of the tax level of income taxes in the EU countries, especially in the 1980s up to 2011. The decrease in rates occurs during the whole period, starting in the very half of 1980s new new economic approach of supply side. They were trying to reduce the economic policy by the support of factors of production owners who create economic wealth, or more precisely people who produce goods and services. The fundamental idea of supply side economics is the hypothesis that the offer of factors of production is much more flexible than it was assumed by Keynesian economics, which either ignored it completely or considered it negligible. The change of tax rates will arouse various changes the behaviour of an individual.
The first change is the retirement effect reflecting the fact that to maintain their living standards, an individual increases their working efforts when tax rates increase and vice versa. The second change is the substitution effect that expresses the willingness to reconcile with lower wages accompanied by more free time. The key point is the statement that the changes of marginal tax rates cause changes in prorated labour costs and savings, and thus they also cause changes in their offering.
The degree of influence of income and labour force taxes confirms the conclusion of Kubátová [10] that it is not necessary to harmonize taxes artificially since tax competition can lead to the so called spontaneous harmonization effect, and, theoretically, also to a greater effectiveness of tax systems when the competition of taxation systems brings the increase of economic stimuli of individual taxes as well as to saving of the public budgets. In this case, the assumption that tax competition really has an impact on the tax burden convergence in the European area was confirmed.
The degree of influence of social security contributions (SC) on convergence is positively dependant (0.0607) at a lower than 1% importance level. Nevertheless, no great harmonisation pressure occurs in the field of insurance in the EU. There is only coordination or rather the same application of several basic rules. e.g., equal treatment, the only insurance in the EU area, the addition of insurance periods, the payment of benefits, the assimilation of facts and good administrative cooperation. Obviously, it is not the same application of rules, but only a certain general frame of the international operation of social insurance in the EU. Thus there is no application of harmonisation rules in this field since every country uses its own procedures which are based on historical, sociological as well as on political roots. That is why even the degree of the influence on the tax burden convergence is not noticeable.
The last analysed variable which showed a positive influence on the effective tax burden convergence in the EU is represented by the property tax revenues (dProperty with the value of 1.025). Bušovská [24] points out to the tax mix convergence in the EU between 1965 and 2011 and mentions that in the tax zone of property taxes, the convergence was confirmed by β-convergence, but σ-convergence in the graph is faint. Nonetheless, it is impossible to say that the divergence occurs because -according to Slavík [32] -if β-convergence is confirmed, σ-convergence only depicts its picture.
The number of property taxes and rates of these taxes have always differed most in Europe. In some countries, they were very high, in others there were almost none. The attitude of domestic governments to individual taxes was and has been different. Although in some countries an opinion prevailed that there should be almost no property taxes because double income taxation occurs, other states praised their indisputable influence and the function of solidarity in society. Despite these great differences, the development took place in the field of property taxes from 1965 to 2011 and although property taxes differ within the EU and there are still lots of them, we can currently observe that several main types of property taxes have been generated which are embraced by the legislatives of most European countries. Thus the most frequent property taxes in the EU include land tax, building tax, inheritance tax, gift tax, property transfer tax and wealth tax.
Conclusion
The aim of the work was to find out to what degree the components of the effective tax burden (compound tax quotas) influence the tax system convergence and to what degree the tax system convergence is influenced by tax competition in the EU. The individual parts of the compound tax quota were divided in accordance with the OECD classification into income taxes (IT), payroll taxes (Payroll), social contributions (SC), indirect taxes (Indir), property taxes (Property) and other taxes (Other). The subject of research was a panel of 28 countries between 1965 and 2011 and the missing data were not considered.
To meet the objectives, an analysis of available literature was completed allowing the definition of tax competition. Secondary data from the OECD database for 1965-2011 were used and subsequently applied to a panel regression analysis with fixed effects. Two models were designed, both of which showed significant dependence on significance level lower than 1%. Moreover, according to the Durbin-Watson test, the model does not suffer from residual autocorrelation and work with stationary time series.
The model provides a proof of positive dependence of fixed residues when 719 observations were made. The outcomes confirm that all parts of a tax mix and their changes affect tax burden convergence in the EU. Surprisingly, the greatest influences are shown by property taxes where, in the period under consideration, six main groups were generated from the originally enormous number of taxes and these are currently used in all member states. Indirect taxes convergence does not have as great an impact over effective tax burden convergence as one would expect, which is a consequence especially of high harmonization measures applied since the very establishment and implementation of indirect taxes in the legislation of European states.
When understanding tax competition in accordance with Szarowská [13] high values of the dependence of income and payroll taxes (dCIT, dPIT and Payroll) in the model indicate that tax competition has a greater influence on the tax burden convergence than tax harmonisation or coordination which are direct taxes at a relatively low level because of the sovereignty restriction of the member states.
The degree of the influence of corporate income taxes, personal income taxes and labour taxes confirms the conclusion of Kubátová [10] that taxes do not need to be harmonised artificially as tax competition can lead to the so called spontaneous harmonisation effect and. theoretically, also to the greater effectiveness of tax systems when the competition of taxation systems leads to the increase of economic stimuli of individual taxes and saves public budgets, which was also proved in the work by Szarowská [13] . In this case, the presumption was confirmed that tax competition has a truly great impact on the growth of the gross domestic product in Europe.
The conclusions above justify that the tax burden convergence is influenced by all applied taxes; yet, the greatest share of the tax burden convergence was borne by tax competition and property taxes between 1965 and 2011 and although one would think that the impact of indirect harmonized taxes should be the greatest, it is not the case.
Although tax burden convergence is actually influenced by many more factors than only by its structure, the values of the adjusted determination coefficient of the estimated model ranged from 58 %. The model also satisfies diagnostic tests and thus it is so robust from, the econometrical point of view. Hence the estimated results can be considered relevant with a satisfactory explanatory power.
The model results from works of authors stated above which do not absolutely reflect the impact of other variables that have an effect on the tax convergence in the EU that will be part of further research (e.g. other macroeconomic indicators, adoptions of European laws, the acceptance of new members, etc.). The basis of the whole work is the methodology of new Keynesian economics according to which the econometric model used can only help reveal the relations among variables, but its conclusions do not confirm nor disprove the validity of the economic theory. That is why recommendations for the economic policy cannot be drawn from the outcomes of the model. The work does not deal with fairness or equality in the field of taxes, nor does it aim at suggesting an appropriate tax policy for the member states of the EU. The work provides a basis for further possible research in the same direction when it is possible to include additional variables in the model, e.g., the mobility of labour or the influence of the harmonisation legislative on the tax policy within the European Union. Współpraca zorientowana początkowo tylko na aspekty gospodarcze przekształciła się we wspólnotę o nazwie Unia Europejska, w ramach której współpraca podejmowana jest w wielu dziedzinach, w tym w zakresie polityki podatkowej. Niniejszy artykuł oparty jest na opracowaniach poświęconych konwergencji podatkowej w UE. Celem opracowania jest kwantyfikacja wpływu mixu podatkowego i konkurencji podatkowej na zbliżanie systemów podatkowych w Unii. W empirycznej części pracy zastosowano regresje panelowe z efektami stałymi dla 28 państw UE w latach 1965 -2011. Dwa opracowane modele wskazują na statystycznie istotny pozytywny wpływ wszystkich determinant na konwergencję efektywnego obciążenia podatkowego. Na podstawie analizy uzyskanych wartości można stwierdzić, że do najważniejszych czynników wpływających na konwergencję podatkową należy konkurencja podatkowa i podatki majątkowe. Wszystkie modele spełniają testy diagnostyczne i są ekonometrycznie wiarygodne. Wyniki można uznać za odpowiednie o wystarczającej wiarygodności.
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